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Icarus Was Ridiculous
Attack of the Demon Dinner Ladies
WONDER IS NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE STARRING JULIA ROBERTS AND JACOB TREMBLAY! Over 6 million people have
read the #1 New York Times bestseller Wonder and have fallen in love with Auggie Pullman, an ordinary boy with an
extraordinary face. Auggie & Me gives readers a special look at Auggie’s world through three new points of view. These
stories are an extra peek at Auggie before he started at Beecher Prep and during his first year there. Readers get to see
him through the eyes of Julian, the bully; Christopher, Auggie’s oldest friend; and Charlotte, Auggie’s new friend at school.
Together, these three stories are a treasure for readers who don’t want to leave Auggie behind when they finish Wonder.

Pugly On Ice
A warm-hearted take on black identity in modern Britain by debut author, Kimberly Redway. George Turner is a misfit. He
doesn't fit in with his family and his older brothers are trying to make sure that he's an outsider at his new school. He'll
never be cool and he'll never get the girl or will he? Bloomsbury High Low books encourage and support reading practice by
providing gripping, age-appropriate stories for struggling and reluctant readers, those with dyslexia, or those with English
as an additional language. Printed on tinted paper and with a dyslexia friendly font and illustrations, Misfit is aimed at
readers aged 11+ and has a manageable length (80 pages) and reading age (9+). Produced in association with reading
experts at Catch Up, a charity which aims to address underachievement caused by literacy and numeracy difficulties. Book
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band: Grey

Refugee Boy
When Izzy (star of the Baby Aliens series) is asked to tell her friends some exciting stories, she thinks of Macbeth – there
are battles, loads of gore, excellent witches and even walking trees! Soon her friends want more, so she moves on to A
Midsummer Night’s Dream (a man with a donkey’s head called Bottom!), Romeo and Juliet (kissing – eew!) and Hamlet (who
left that skull lying about?) and now everyone wants to know more about the Bard!

My Head Teacher is a Vampire Rat
It's winter at the Swan Academy, and that means that it's panto time! But while Olivia practises being the back end of a
horse, everyone else is auditioning for a major new movie. Soon the school is full of rivalry and suspicion, nasty tricks and
strange mysteries. To lighten the mood, Eel organises a festive ice-skating trip. But, as the skaters twirl and leap among the
twinkling lights, Olivia realises that the season of goodwill is anything but

Attack of the Demon Dinner Ladies
A little girl discovers that eating ice cream from her grandfather's old ice-cream truck gives her the power to travel through
time, in this brilliant, funny and heartwarming story from bestselling author Tom Fletcher.

The Phantom Lollipop Man
Izzy is always shuffling, jiggling, squirming and twitching. She just can't keep still! So when Izzy's school go on a trip to the
zoo, her teacher warns her to behave. She must never wriggle, she must never fidget and she must certainly NEVER TICKLE
A TIGER! But does Izzy listen? She does NOT - and what happens next throws the zoo into complete chaos. With eyecatching illustrations by the internationally acclaimed bestselling illustrator, Marc Boutavant, Never Tickle a Tiger will
amaze and delight children and parents alike!

The Baby Brother From Outer Space!
Drawing on a body of empirical, qualitative work spanning three decades, this unique text traces the significance of critical
social research and critical analyses in understanding some of the most significant and controversial issues in contemporary
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society. Focusing on central debates in the UK and Ireland – prison protests; inner-city uprisings; deaths in custody;
women’s imprisonment; transition in the north of Ireland; the ‘crisis’ in childhood; the Hillsborough and Dunblane tragedies;
and the ‘war on terror’ – Phil Scraton argues that ‘marginalisation’ and ‘criminalisation’ are social forces central to the
application of state power and authority. Each case study demonstrates how structural relations of power, authority and
legitimacy, establish the determining contexts of everyday life, social interaction and individual opportunity. This book
explores the politics and ethics of critical social research, making a persuasive case for the application of critical theory to
analysing the rule of law, its enforcement and the administration of criminal justice. It is indispensable for students in the
fields of criminology, criminal justice and socio-legal studies, social policy and social work.

Brain Freeze: World Book Day 2018
When faced with climate change, the biggest threat that our planet has ever confronted, it's easy to feel as if nothing you
do can really make a difference . . . but this book proves that individual people can change the world. With twenty
inspirational stories celebrating the pioneering work of a selection of Earth Heroes from all around the globe, from Greta
Thunberg and David Attenborough to Yin Yuzhen and Isatou Ceesay, each tale is a beacon of hope in the fight for the future
of our planet, proving that one person, no matter how small, can make a difference. Featuring Amelia Telford, Andrew
Turton and Pete Ceglinski, Bittu Sahgal, Chewang Norphel, David Attenborough, Doug Smith, Ellen MacArthur, Greta
Thunberg, Isabel Soares, Isatou Ceesay, Marina Silva, Melati and Isabel Wijsen, Mohammed Rezwan, Renée King-Sonnen,
Rok Rozman, Sheila Watt-Cloutier, Stella McCartney, William Kamkwamba, Yin Yuzhen and Yvon Chouinard. Featuring
illustrations by Jackie Lay.

Three Cheers for the Worst Witch
When his little sister Sorcha is kidnapped by the Morrigan, Oisin must discover the secret of the Book of Magic in order to
save his sister and defeat the Morrigan.

Yikes, Stinkysaurus!
Pugly is a pug with aspirations and dreams. While his owner is at school, he bakes cakes, builds space rockets and solves
crimes. Things never go entirely to plan, though Funny, sweet stories for 5/6 yr olds.

Half Bad
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Izzy and her friends are SO EXCITED about their school trip. They're going camping and there'll be marshmallows and no
washing and everything. But then WEIRD things start happening! There are howling sounds at night, and some sausages
have gone missing, and it's nearly a full moon But it's when they see their new teacher's hairy legs that they KNOW! There's
a werewolf on the school trip and they're all DOOMED! Another brilliantly funny longer read for the newly confident reader
from the best-selling, award-winning, author-illustrator team, Pamela Butchart and Thomas Flintham.

Truth Or Mare
M. That's what I'd like you to call me please. I'll tell you why later. Welcome to M's world. It's tipsy-turvy, sweet and sour,
and the beast of anxiety lurks outside classrooms ready to pounce. M just wants to be like other teenagers her age who
always know what to say and what to do. So why does it feel like she lives on a different plane of existence to everyone
else? Written by the students of Limpsfield Grange, a school for girls with Autism Spectrum Disorder with communication
and interaction difficulties, M is for Autism draws on real life experiences to create a heartfelt and humorous novel that
captures the highs and lows of being different in a world of normal.

Black Swan Green
The third zippy and zany tale by Pamela Butchart sees Izzy and her friends plunged into more primary-school craziness.
This time, they decide that their new head teacher is a vampire rat, based on his being slightly scary, having the blinds
drawn in his office during the day and the fact he's banned garlic bread at lunchtimes. Now they just have to come up with
a plan to vanquish him

Hello School!
When Haroon's mum brings his baby brother into school, Izzy and her friends are ALARMED! The baby is clearly using mind
control because the office ladies are being REALLY NICE. He spells space words with his blocks and he REALLY LIKES
SCHOOL DINNERS! But it's when he starts USING HIS ALIEN PHONE that they know. Haroon's baby brother is from outer
space and he's MAKING CONTACT WITH ALIENS! A brand new laugh-out-loud story created especially for World Book Day by
Blue Peter Award winners Pamela Butchart and Thomas Flintham.

M is for Autism
An eye for an eye. It's very simple. You choose your homeland like a hyena picking and choosing where he steals his next
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meal from. Scavenger. Yes you grovel to the feet of Mengistu and when his people spit at you and kick you from the bowl
you scuttle across the border. Scavenger. As a violent civil war rages back home, teenager Alem and his father are in a B&B
in Berkshire. It's his best holiday ever. The next morning his father is gone and has left a note explaining that he and his
mother want to protect Alem from the war. This strange grey country of England is now his home. On his own, and in the
hands of the social services and the Refugee Council, he lives from letter to letter, waiting to hear something from his
father. Then Alem meets car-obsessed Mustapha, the lovely 'out of your league' Ruth and dangerous Sweeney – three
unexpected allies who spur him on as Alem fights to be seen as more than just the Refugee Boy. Based on the novel by
Benjamin Zephaniah, Refugee Boy is an urgent story of a courageous African boy sent to England to escape the violent civil
war, a story about arriving, belonging and finding 'home'.

Dandylion
Written for the Edexcel Syllabus B and similar schemes offered by the Awarding Bodies, this book incorporates modern
approaches to mathematical understanding. It provides worked examples and exercises to support the text.

Pugly Solves a Crime
Yikes! Meet Stinkysaurus in this pong-fest of a picture book. Illustrated by the bestselling Sam Lloyd.

Edible Mushrooms
Izzy and friends are excited! The snow is falling fast and they're hoping they'll all be sent home early. But then they hear
weird noises in the playground, and find a big footprint in the snow And that's when they know! There's a YETI in the
playground and it's HUNGRY! Laugh-out-loud fun from Blue Peter Award winners Pamela Butchart and Thomas Flintham.
Read more of Izzy's adventures! Baby Aliens Got My Teacher The Spy Who Loved School Dinners My Headteacher Is a
Vampire Rat Attack of the Demon Dinner Ladies To Wee Or Not To Wee! There's a Werewolf In My Tent! The Phantom
Lollipop Man!

Chloe Centre Stage
Elspeth Hart and the School for Show-offsis the first adventure featuring the fabulous Elspeth Hart, a modern heroine with
doodles on her trainers and unstoppable determination. Can you imagine never being allowed to play outside, dear reader?
How about sleeping in a wardrobe every night? That’s what life is like for Elspeth Hart. Ever since her parents were
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tragically washed away in a flood, poor Elspeth has been forced to live with her disgusting aunt, Miss Crabb, in the attic of
the Pandora Pants School for Show-offs. Elspeth spends her days sweeping up mouse droppings, washing filthy pots and
dodging Tatiana Firensky, the most horrible show-off of all. But what Elspeth doesn’t know is that things are about to
change… A fast-paced and funny story from a fresh new voice in children’s fiction, Elspeth Hart’s quirky adventures will
delight fans of David Walliams, Lemony Snicket and Roald Dahl.

Never Tickle a Tiger
A laugh-out-loud funny debut that captures the craziness of primary school, where (of course!) your teacher might just be
an alien and your best friend is frightened of peas.

Pugly Bakes a Cake
Izzy and her friends are shocked when they find their lollipop man has disappeared! Maisie thinks he's gone to Rome but if
that's true, why do they keep seeing a weird white wispy cloud around the school? And why do Izzy's legs feel cold even
though she's got tights on? Could it be that the lollipop man is a phantom and he's come to spook them all?! Laugh-out-loud
fun from Blue Peter Award winners Pamela Butchart and Thomas Flintham.

Olivia's Winter Wonderland
How many disasters can Mildred Hubble cause in her first three terms at Miss Cackles's Academy for Witches?

The Spy Who Loved School Dinners
The evening, when time and patience are at their shortest, can be the worst part of the day to throw a meal together. And
then there are the unexpected mouths to feed: a friend with a new baby, an elderly family member, a couple of uninvited
ravenous teenagers. Enter the Dinner Ladies, the fearsomely organised duo bringing delicious peace to busy households.
They are the mistresses of stocked-up fridges and freezers thanks to a wide-ranging repertoire of nourishing, reliable makeahead meals. Family-friendly favourites dominate: there are spiced slow-cooked lamb shanks; warming curries; veggiefocused 'thinner dinners'; and easy desserts that may not make it as far as the table, such as apricot, raspberry and
coconut crumble or chocolate mint honey pots. Welcome the Dinner Ladies to your kitchen and reclaim your evenings.

Writing in the Sand
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This is the most comprehensive guide to foraging for wild mushrooms in UK and Northern Europe for both beginners and
experienced foragers. With a special pictorial index, it describes the best tasting fungi, where to find them and when they
are at their best; how to distinguish between the edible species and the poisonous lookalikes and when to leave an edible
mushroom alone so the species can survive. A fascinating, wise companion on the journey into the delicious, world of fungi.
Come Autumn, it will accompany every foray I make into the woods, and my life, and my frying pan, will be vastly richer
because of it. - Rob Hopkins, founder of the Transition movement. Bursting with quality photos and great information, this
book is a must for foragers. Put it in your rucksack, and let it guide you on safe, fun fungal adventures. - Fergus Drennan
aka Fergus The Forager

Elspeth Hart and the School for Show-Offs
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks and Cloud Atlas | Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize Selected
by Time as One of the Ten Best Books of the Year | A New York Times Notable Book | Named One of the Best Books of the
Year by The Washington Post Book World, The Christian Science Monitor, Rocky Mountain News, and Kirkus Reviews | A Los
Angeles Times Book Prize Finalist | Winner of the ALA Alex Award | Finalist for the Costa Novel Award From award-winning
writer David Mitchell comes a sinewy, meditative novel of boyhood on the cusp of adulthood and the old on the cusp of the
new. Black Swan Green tracks a single year in what is, for thirteen-year-old Jason Taylor, the sleepiest village in muddiest
Worcestershire in a dying Cold War England, 1982. But the thirteen chapters, each a short story in its own right, create an
exquisitely observed world that is anything but sleepy. A world of Kissingeresque realpolitik enacted in boys’ games on a
frozen lake; of “nightcreeping” through the summer backyards of strangers; of the tabloid-fueled thrills of the Falklands War
and its human toll; of the cruel, luscious Dawn Madden and her power-hungry boyfriend, Ross Wilcox; of a certain Madame
Eva van Outryve de Crommelynck, an elderly bohemian emigré who is both more and less than she appears; of Jason’s
search to replace his dead grandfather’s irreplaceable smashed watch before the crime is discovered; of first cigarettes,
first kisses, first Duran Duran LPs, and first deaths; of Margaret Thatcher’s recession; of Gypsies camping in the woods and
the hysteria they inspire; and, even closer to home, of a slow-motion divorce in four seasons. Pointed, funny, profound, leftfield, elegiac, and painted with the stuff of life, Black Swan Green is David Mitchell’s subtlest and most effective
achievement to date. Praise for Black Swan Green “[David Mitchell has created] one of the most endearing, smart, and
funny young narrators ever to rise up from the pages of a novel. . . . The always fresh and brilliant writing will carry readers
back to their own childhoods. . . . This enchanting novel makes us remember exactly what it was like.”—The Boston Globe
“[David Mitchell is a] prodigiously daring and imaginative young writer. . . . As in the works of Thomas Pynchon and Herman
Melville, one feels the roof of the narrative lifted off and oneself in thrall.”—Time “[A] brilliant new novel . . . In Jason,
Mitchell creates an evocation yet authentically adolescent voice.”—The New York Times Book Review “Alternately nostalgic,
funny and heartbreaking.”—The Washington Post “Great Britain’s Catcher in the Rye—and another triumph for one of the
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present age’s most interesting and accomplished novelists.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “This book is so
entertainingly strange, so packed with activity, adventures, and diverting banter, that you only realize as the extraordinary
novel concludes that the timid boy has grown before your eyes into a capable young man.”—Entertainment Weekly From
the Hardcover edition.

There's A Yeti In The Playground!
An original novel based on the award-winning (2 Emmys) Netflix show! The riders of Bright Fields Stables are playing a
game of Truth or Dare - or rather, Truth or Mare, since the horses are involved, too! All of the riders' fun dares end up on
Becky's vlog, which she hopes will make it big. Meanwhile, there's a ghost dog that might be running around Pin's castle anda treasure to be found. Lots is happening but above all, Zoe is beginning to question, is the island where she's supposed
to be?

The Keeper
Read the HILARIOUS books that inspired the HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON films! Hiccup Horrendous Haddock the Third is a
smallish Viking with a longish name. Hiccup's father is chief of the Hairy Hooligan tribe which means Hiccup is the Hope and
the Heir to the Hairy Hooligan throne - but most of the time Hiccup feels like a very ordinary boy, finding it hard to be a
Hero. It is the Doomsday of Yule. At the end of this day, either the humans or the dragons will face extinction. Alvin the
Treacherous is about to be crowned the King of the Wilderwest on the island of Tomorrow. His reign of terror will begin with
the destruction of dragons everywhere. The fate of the dragon world lies in the hands of one young boy: Hiccup Horrendous
Haddock the Third. If Hiccup can't beat Alvin the Treacherous then the entire human AND dragon race will become extinct.
The time has come to prove himself, once and for all. Will Hiccup - with the help of his friends Fishlegs, Camicazi and
Toothless the dragon - finally be crowned KING? And will the dragons survive? ***Please note this ebook is TEXT ONLY and
does not include the illustrations that appear in the printed book.*** READ ALL 12 BOOKS IN THE SERIES! You don't have to
read the books in order, but if you want to, this is the right order: 1. How to Train Your Dragon 2. How to Be a Pirate 3. How
to Speak Dragonese 4. How to Cheat a Dragon's Curse 5. How to Twist a Dragon's Tale 6. A Hero's Guide to Deadly Dragons
7. How to Ride a Dragon's Storm 8. How to Break a Dragon's Heart 9. How to Steal a Dragon's Sword 10. How to Seize a
Dragon's Jewel 11. How to Betray a Dragon's Hero 12. How to Fight a Dragon's Fury How to Train Your Dragon is now a
major DreamWorks franchise starring Gerard Butler, Cate Blanchett and Jonah Hill and the TV series, Riders of Berk, can be
seen on CBeebies and Cartoon Network.

Auggie & Me: Three Wonder Stories
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“An enthralling fantasy in the Harry Potter tradition.”— Time magazine “A bewitching new thriller.” — The Wall Street
Journal In modern-day England, witches live alongside humans: White witches, who are good; Black witches, who are evil;
and sixteen-year-old Nathan, who is both. Nathan’s father is the world’s most powerful and cruel Black witch, and his
mother is dead. He is hunted from all sides. Trapped in a cage, beaten and handcuffed, Nathan must escape before his
seventeenth birthday, at which point he will receive three gifts from his father and come into his own as a witch—or else he
will die. But how can Nathan find his father when his every action is tracked, when there is no one safe to trust—not even
family, not even the girl he loves? In the tradition of Patrick Ness and Markus Zusak, Half Bad is a gripping tale of alienation
and the indomitable will to survive, a story that will grab hold of you and not let go until the very last page. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Mathematics
Sixteen-year-old Amy is used to keeping secrets: Mum's illness, her runaway sister, her ex-boyfriend. But she has one
secret that can't be kept. Now she has two choices: tell the truth about the abandoned baby left on her doorstep, or keep
quiet - for ever.

Misfit
This dramatic autobiography of Eleanor Ramrath Garner reveals the daily struggles of growing up as a young American
caught in World War II Berlin. During the Great Depression, when she is nine, Eleanor’s family moves from her beloved
America to Germany, where her father has been offered a good job. But war breaks out as her family is crossing the
Atlantic, and they cannot return to the United States. Eleanor tries to maintain her American identity as she feels herself
pulled into the turbulent life roiling around her. She fervently hopes for an Allied victory, yet for years she must try to
survive the Allied bombs shattering her neighborhood. Her family faces separations, bombings, hunger, the final fierce
battle for Berlin, the Russian invasion, and the terrors of Soviet occupancy. This compelling story immerses readers in the
first-hand account of surviving World War II as a civilian. It’s a story of trying to maintain stability, hope, and identity in a
world of terror and contrasts, and it puts a very human face on the horrors of war, helping readers understand that each
casualty of war is a person, not a number.

How to Train Your Dragon: How to Fight a Dragon's Fury
Cozy illustrations make this the perfect introduction to the joy of school. A diverse class of excited youngsters are about to
start school and experience all its wonders! Small moments like discovering one's own cubby space and big moments like a
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first nature walk are all brought to life with inviting artwork. This is a great book to help familiarize children with all the
activities they can expect at school, from circle time to snack time to goodbye time, all the while sharing the experiences
with lots of great new friends.

Witchworld
Pugly is a pug with aspirations and dreams. While his owner is at school, he bakes cakes, builds space rockets and solves
crimes. Things never go entirely to plan, though Funny, sweet stories for 5/6 yr olds.

The Dinner Ladies
Pugly has NEW ice skates and a new SPARKLY outfit, and he is READY to win PETS ON ICE! But someone wants the gold
medal very badly and they will stop at nothing to get it. Can Pugly pirouette on to the podium, or will he be cut down in his
furry prime? 'Pugly' is a laugh-out-loud series about a very adventurous pug, written by Pamela Butchart, winner of the Blue
Peter Best Story Award and the Children's Book Award. The hilarious illustrations are by Gemma Correll. Have you read
about Pugly's other adventures? Pugly Bakes a Cake

Earth Heroes
A charming story, all about acceptance and belonging.

There's a Werewolf In My Tent!
A sparkling series of dance, drama, dreams and friendship from bestselling author Holly Webb. Getting into the Shine
School for Performing Arts is a dream come true for Chloe - she'll be taking classes in dance and drama everyday and
surrounded by people just as passionate as she is! But while the talented and extroverted Chloe was the star at her old
school, at Shine it's much harder to stand out. And although the other girls in her year seem nice, she finds it trickier to
make real friends than she'd expected too. Chloe starts to muck around in class and finally finds herself the centre of
attention - but for all the wrong reasons. And when a prank goes wrong rumours that she is about to be expelled begin to
fly. Can Chloe turn things around before it's too late?

Baby Aliens Got My Teacher!
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Izzy and her friends have never liked school dinners. And they’re getting worse. The dinner ladies are acting strangely.
Lollipop man mentions there is a new head dinner lady and calls her “a bit of a legend" (in a bad way) and that she used to
be here a long, long time ago and has returned. Izzy and friends wonder if she is the reason for the strange behaviour. They
wonder why she has returned. They find out she was fired. They speculate as to why and decide she's a demon who's
returned to do bad things. Because why wouldn’t she be?

Eleanor's Story
Izzy is really pleased to have been put in charge of the new girl at school. Mathilde is French, and Izzy and her friends can't
wait to show her their den and its moth, and to help her avoid school dinners (also known as POISON). But Mathilde LOVES
school dinners and even has SECONDS! And that's when they know. MAthilde is a SPY and she has come to find out their
SECRETS. They must stop her before it's TOO LATE!!!

Power, Conflict and Criminalisation
Izzy LOVES all the stories the Ancient Greeks told! She can't wait to tell her friends about Icarus, who was a TOTAL NUMPTY,
and the Trojan Horse, which ended a war and wasn't even REAL! So pull up a plinth and enjoy all the DRAMA of the original
Greek myths, as told by Pamela Butchart and Thomas Flintham, in collaboration with the British Museum. Now with even
more SANDALS!

To Wee or Not To Wee
Flo is a thoroughly modern witchgirl. She has a spellstick, travels about in her skyrider and wouldn't know a cauldron if she
fell into one. But when her grandmother turns up on an actual boomstick, warning that ghouls are about to attack
Witchworld, Flo realises that everything she's been told about being a witch is just hocus pocus
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